The physiological basis of clinical deficits in Parkinson's disease.
Despite the fact that Parkinson's disease (PD) is a relatively common neurological condition, the physiological derangements that result in its clinical features remain unclear. On combining findings from psychophysical, clinical and electrophysiological studies, an overriding theme is proposed that PD deficits are essentially quantitative rather than qualitative in nature. This may arise because the normal function of the basal ganglia is to activate neural processes selectively, providing appropriate diversion of "attentional" resources for decision-making aspects of motor tasks and appropriate "energising" of the executive aspects of such tasks. It is suggested that these concepts of attention, an idea stemming from psychophysical studies, and of energisation, which has derived from kinematic studies, may in fact reflect the same universal process of selective facilitation of particular processes and inhibition of others. In PD, without efficient facilitation, tasks may still be performed but less well than in normal individuals. Possible underlying mechanisms of basal ganglial function are discussed in the context of new findings on direct and indirect pathway actions and the role that oscillatory modulations may play in achieving selective facilitation is explored. Further investigation of disturbances of such mechanisms in PD may prove important in understanding the underlying pathophysiology of the condition.